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One stop  
Destination  
FOR ALL YOUR
LOGISTICS NEED!

Established in 2007, Al Nowras Logistics

Solutions holds a rich experience of 15 years

and is one of the leading and prominent logistics

company in Oman, UAE and other GCC

countries, serving across the Globe. Al Nowras

is a tech logistics company specializing in

Custom clearance and shipping goods through

Road, Air or Sea freight option. A renowned TIR

registered Freight Forwarder and ELITE, FIATA,

NAFL and ISO certificated.
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With more than 200 owned trucks and variety of fleet suiting

everybody’s requirement, Al Nowras is now one of the best Road

Logistics company in Sultanate of Oman and UAE. Fleet that includes

forklift, cranes, trucks, etc. in various forms such as flatbed, lowbed,

long deck, triple axle, air suspension, etc. capable of transportation of

bulky goods.

At Al Nowras, we handle all types of Cargos including General,

Dangerous Goods, Perishables and Temperature Controlled, making

us one of the most reliance and sort after logistics company in Oman

and other GCC countries.

Currently, Al Nowras is the only company having office at all entry and

exit points whether seaport or airport around Sultanate of Oman,

which makes us the most reliable, consistent and affordable trade

forwarder & logistics partner.

WHO WE ARE?



We specialize on inland logistics services such as full-scale land

transportation services, cargo movements, trucking services,

customs clearance and documentation, project logistics,

warehousing, stuffing / unstuffing of containers, heavy lifting and

third-party logistics provision.

We offer a high-end service delivery with outstanding facilities

such as Professional drivers, Operations coordinator, GPS fleet

management system, and Transportation management system for

customers in different fields. Our prospective clients are provided

with full services in Oman, UAE, KSA, Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman,

Jordan, Egypt, Iraq and Lebanon.

WHAT WE HAVE?

OUR VISION

Our vision at Al Nowras is to be the most sought

logistics partner who leads in the constant

provision of the best in class service to clients as

we blend technology with operations in logistics

to secure safe and fast transportation solutions

and provide all logistics solution under one roof.

OUR MISSION

We have a purpose which is geared towards

offering our esteem clients the safest and most

reliable logistics services with a hassle-free and

cost-effective one-stop logistics solution that is

sure of creating a sustainable partnership.
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AL NOWRAS was founded in the year 2007 with the aim of
reinventing and rebuilding the logistics ecosystem on foundations of
technology while ensuring deliveries are made on time without
complaints. We have been offering dependable, stable, and solid
committed services to our clients from last 15 years. We pay
attentiveness to details and pride our selves as a flexible and
innovative logistics firm with a seamless and powerful platform which
assist enhancing consistency, efficiency, transparency & reliability in
transportation services given to our customers.

We believe that leveraging Al Nowras's products & solutions are
capable of making our partners witness a testament to the next gen
revolution in the logistics industry. We always try to offer our
customers the best experience as we understand that logistics is a
business of service. Therefore, we make it a priority to serve them with
love and passion and ensure that we attain success together. Our non
asset-based road network provides customers with flexibility, improved
service levels, real-time updates, optimized direct and indirect costs,
accelerate delivery, enhance simplicity, leading to a 100% satisfied
clientele.
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FULL-SCALE LAND  
TRANSPORTATION  
SERVICES!
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OUR SERVICES

We specialize in complete land transportation, which positions

us at an edge as we command our fleet & vessels anywhere to

provide highly competitive rates and deliver on our commitments

efficiently and effectively.

Our inland full-scale transportation is focused on offering

outstanding services which are designed and tailored towards

giving an excellent shipment of inventory according to our clients'

business requirements.
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1 ROAD FREIGHT
Al Nowras road freight company in Oman provides an array of services
for businesses of all sizes and industries. In addition to providing
transportation to interior locations in Oman, the company provides
high-end warehousing services and integrated logistic support.

We provide various services that include custom clearance and shipping

goods between GCC countries. The company’s own fleet of 200

includes forklifts, trailers, reefer trucks, flatbeds, and trucks for different

purposes. Whether you need a flatbed, low-deck, long deck, triple axle,

air suspension or any other truck, Al Nowras road transport Company

can provide the services you need in Oman, UAE and other GCC

countries.

We offer special bonded road transportation service within GCC

countries, which helps in easy transit and saves client’s money.

Al Nowras USPs:

Quality Assurance, Tailor-made Transport Solution, 24 by 7 Customer

Support, Live GPS Tracking, TIR Authorized, Best Rates Guaranteed in

Middle East countries.
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2 SEA FREIGHT

Sea Freight is a cost-efficient way to transport high quantities
over large distances. There are a number of ways in which sea  freight 
can be transported.

-FCL or Full container load, which you purchase one or more full  
containers to send on a ship.

-LCL or Less than container load, where your products share a
container as you may not have a full container’s worth. Oncethey
reach their destination, the container’s contents are divided once more.

-RORO or Roll on roll off, where your products do not leave the
vehicle they are in to go onto the cargo ship. The vehicle simply  drives 
onto the ship, and then drives off the other end.

-Dry bulk shipping, used for some specific items, which are
deposited into the hold of the ship instead of travelling in a  container.

With more than 2 decades of experience, Al Nowras has now established itself
as one of the leading logistics firm offering Sea Freight services in Oman and
all across the globe. We design and deliver efficient logistics solutions to cater
to our customers from various industries. Our services cover a very broad
spectrum including international freight forwarding by Sea along with customs
clearances.

We manage movement of all types of cargos & all other related services. Our

services also include managing documentation, packaging & repackaging,

warehousing, distribution, transportation & all that are vital to make your cargo

move faster & safely to its destination.
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3 AIR FREIGHT

Air Freight service is ideal for time sensitive consignments and at Al

Nowras, we understand and value the same. Today, we have a wide freight

network and offer air freight services working with leading airline carriers

and consolidators.

We can arrange the prompt export or import of your shipments, offering

Door to Airport and Door to Door solutions. From a single package to multi-

pallet consignments, we offer integrated, customized and cost-effective air

freight in Oman and all other parts of the World. Today with more than a

decade of experience we are committed to provide superior services to the

International Trading Community.

Whether it’s on our own aircraft or the next flight out, you can be rest

assured that your freight will always fly the most efficient way possible.
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Custom Clearance becomes the most important service when you want to
Import or Export goods in a country. There are procedures to follow as per
the state law. This procedure is also called Import and Export Custom
Clearance in GCC.

In contrast, this whole process requires the preparation and submission of
necessary documents & permits. Therefore, you certainly need a
professional agency to fulfil the requirements. In the Sultanate of Oman
Al Nowras is one of the largest clearing and shipping companies. For entry
& exit in the Sultanate of Oman and the United Arab Emirates, we
provide customs clearance & transportation services. We have the
necessary expertise and experience in clearance & shipping.

We represent the client during an
inspection, assessment, payment of
duty and delivery, as a result whole
process become easy for our
clients. Furthermore, our highly
experienced professional team
coordinate with worldwide agents
and find a “logical” solution to all
your requirements. This makes us
best in Import and Export Custom
Clearance.
With office at all entry and exit
points to the Sultanate of Onam, we
stand tall as one of the largest
clearing and shipping companies in
Oman, serving across the globe.

We are one of the most reputable company used forclearing  
shipments in Sultan Qaboos Port ,on land border crossings &  

seaports in Oman and UAE. We have specialized &  experienced 
staff, who are available 24 hours a day at almost every entry &  exit
points of the Sultanate of Oman & the Emirates - Jebel Ali  Port, the 

Hatta Border, Al-Wajajah Border, Wadi  Al-Jizzi Border, Hafeet Border,
Khatmat Millaha Border, Sohar  Port, Muscat International Airport,

Sultan Qaboos Port,  Duqm Port & Salalah Port.



5 WAREHOUSING
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Al Nowras warehouse in Oman and UAE provides commercial, personal and

shipping container storage services. The warehousing facility is equipped

with automated racking systems. Its services include order fulfilment,

packaging, palletizing, and vehicle pre-delivery inspection.

We offer fully integrated systems, staff, local transportation, MHE and more.

It has become common practice utilising storage and space without the

pressures of the cost and set-ups. We allow our clients to gain easy access

to process orders and distribute products quickly and cost effectively through

the channels that we offer for peace of mind, having access to well-

maintained vehicles with multipurpose utility.

All aspects of warehousing activities are provided including inventory

management, worldwide packing and moving of personal effects, WMS,

stock control, climate control, security, re-packs, order processing and

container stuffing services.



6 BREAK BULK+HEAVY
LIFTING CARGO
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Al Nowras specialize in transportation of bulky goods. We work closely
with companies & partners to deal with heavy & large cargo shipments.
As Al Nowras has implemented most projects in the Sultanate of
Oman, it has gained extensive experience in dealing with heavy & large
cargos.

Our fleet is equipped to handle heavy equipments & we hold a network
of partners to deal with loads weighing more than 50 tons & other bulk
cargo. To carry out heavy loads, the company conducts a survey of the
tracks to identify the obstacles & dangers to obtain the necessary
permits from the competent authorities.

BREAK BULK

-Our experts deliver tailor-made solutions ensuring a safe and secure
handling of the cargo
-Our team is focused on loss and claim prevention, enabling a safe
and smooth delivery
-On board vessels, your cargo will be stowed on a pre-prepared bed
containing multiple flat racks, thus providing a safe working environment
for stevedores and ensuring maximum lashing opportunities in
accordance with IMO CSS Code Annex 13 requirements.

When shipping oversized cargo with
ALNOWRAS , our customers benefit from
a wide range of service features, including:

-Load, lash and secure the cargo at  your
origin port or nearby depot.
-Customs clearance and documentation.
-Inland collection and deliveries using  
variety of equipment.
-Arrangement of police/inland
transport notifications if required.
-Port storage facilities.
-Competitive rates.



PICKUP CAR CARRIERS

TANKER TRAILER 15M

YOU CAN TALK TO OUR LOGISTICS SPECIALISTS FOR ANY KIND OF

VEHICLES THAT WILL SUIT YOUR LOGISICS NEED

OUR WIDE VARIETIES

TRAILER 40FT/  

FLAT BEDS

TIPPER

CONTAINER TRUCK 40FT PICKUP TRUCK(3TONS,  

7TONS, 8TONS)

BOX TRUCK

VERY LOW BEDS
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OF FLEET!

At AL NOWRAS we have different varieties of fleet to insure we

give our clients full service in cargo moments, Al Nowras services,  

project logistics & heavy duties.
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TRACKING & SOLUTIONS!

We at AL NOWRAS prioritize the safety of our clients' goods

and t herefore provide not only an in tegra ted securi ty

monitor ing system in our facilities but also a robust GPS

Tracking system that is installed throughout our fleet of

vehicles. We attach an advanced GPS Tracking system to all

our fleets to ensure our operations are excellently carried out

wi th tracking capabilities and tools to respond to unexpected

situations quickly and provide crucial support needed by the

delivery team.

Our GPS Track ing system also collects vital data during

operations that go into the moni tor ing and management of

all the critical aspects of the tranportat ion process, such as

f leet maintenance, dispatch management, and on-the-f ield

security alerts. We offer a live tracker device solution that is

capable of perform ing functions such as Identify

unauthorized use of vehicle, sudden changes in performance,

maintenance issues, over-speeding, excessive idling, remote

ignit ion relay, and live tracking access.



WHY CHOOSE US?
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Quality

With more than a decade experience, our company has a proven track-record of

serving global clients with ever changing custom rules without compromising on quality

Reliability

Our company ensures the safety of cargo at all stages of the delivery process. We are

one of the most trusted companies to clear shipments in Sultan Qaboos Port, land

border crossings, and seaports in Oman and UAE. Our logistics solutions are inherently

designed with speed, accuracy, and scalability, giving us a tremendous competitive

edge over other players

Custom Tailor-Made Logistics Solution

We go an extra length to understand our client’s needs and deliver accordingly.

Al Nowras provides resourceful and tailor-made solutions to help you to quickly

remediate the logistics challenges while maintaining time and cost

24/7 Support | 100% Satisfied Customer

We at Al Nowras are determined to improve our customer support staff always,

ensuring a fully satisfied client on the other hand. Our dedicated, efficient team is

available 24 hours through-out the day to assist our clients

Live GPS Tracking

Our GPS Tracking system also collects vital data during operations that go into the

monitoring and management of all the critical aspects of the transportation process,

such as fleet maintenance, dispatch management, and on-the-field security alerts. We

offer a live tracker device solution that is capable of performing functions such as

identifying unauthorized use of vehicle, sudden changes in performance, maintenance

issues, over-speeding, excessive idling, remote ignition relay

Best Price Guarantee

Al Nowras is the only logistics company in Oman, which has offices at every entry and

exit point of the country, making us the most affordable and reliable logistic firm in

Oman, UAE and Saudi Arabia
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